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Migratory Locations: Subaltern Modernity and
Inter-American Cultural Criticism

If we see the formation of the modern world as a unitary global process that has en-

tailed the mutual constitution of cores and peripheries, the project of provincializing

Western modernity . . . involves as well recognizing the periphery as the site of sub-

altern modernities.—Fernando Coronil, The Magical State: Nature, Money, and Modernity
in Venezuela

The task of subaltern studies [is] to conceptualize multiple possibilities of creative

political action rather than requiring a more ‘‘mature’’ political type of formation.—

José Rabasa, ‘‘Of Zapatismo,’’ The Politics of Culture in the Shadow of Capital

How is the migratory subaltern subject, in an inter-American politics of loca-

tion, to be conceptualized as revolutionary and antimilitaristic, Latin Ameri-

can and North American at one and the same time? What are the limits of

our modern notions of citizenship, identity, and residence for activist intel-

lectuals involved in intense processes of deterritorialization?1 How does José

Martí’s residence in New York City and the United States (–) map

out the boundaries of a ‘‘transnationally local’’2 genealogy of modernist dis-

cursive practices? It is on these questions that Julio Ramos’s Divergent Moder-
nities—a probing and erudite study of Latin American modernity in general,

and on Martí in particular—sheds enormous light.

Modernity, as Ramos reminds us, not only involved Martí in ‘‘a superfi-

cial, vulgar, and uproarious intimacy’’ with U.S. mass culture (as Martí criti-

cally put it in his  chronicle ‘‘Coney Island’’), but also embedded him

in an ‘‘uneven modernizing’’ constellation of forces that compelled him to

reflect on his mutual participation in and alienation fromwhat Jürgen Haber-

mas has called the public sphere.3 Further, Martí’s crónicas from the urban,

geocultural United States of the North (where he represented his ‘‘encounter

and conflict with the technological and massified discourses of modernity’’

[p. ], telegraphed to Nuestra América’s South, allowed him to explore and



exploit what Ramos posits as ‘‘the changing, displaced situation of the writer

in the capitalist city, in a society governed by new principles of organization

that problematized the relation between literature and the predominant in-

stitutions of the public sphere’’ (this volume, p. ) that is, the sphere in

which political life is discussed openly by all the citizens.

Martí’s ruminations on modern cultures in this inter-American con-

text took many forms, including his hybrid and experimental chronicles of

daily North American life in the Escenas norteamericanas (North American Scenes);4

his magisterial prologues, such as the one to the Poema del Niágara by the

Venezuelan poet in New York, Juan Antonio Pérez Bonalde; his splendid car-

tographic poetry, written in exile in New York (‘‘Domingo triste’’ and ‘‘Dos

Patrias,’’ among others, from Versos Libres); his classic anti-imperialist essays,

such as ‘‘Nuestra América’’ (‘‘Our America’’); and his moving translations of

American sentimental literature for Appelton House (Helen Hunt Jackson’s

Ramona, for example), as well as his sober testimonio (testimony) on war and

violence, the Diario de campaña (War Journal). As an émigré in an alien Anglo-

Saxon environment, Martí often took the role of a cultural anthropologist

engaged in what James Clifford and George Marcus call the production of

‘‘writing culture.’’5His scores ofmodern chronicles, prologues, and essays—

what Ramos refers to as Martí’s ‘‘minor writings’’6—from this point of view,

thematize, among other things, the unfamiliar rituals, ceremonies, and daily

practices of his host country.

While it is undeniable that Ramos’s superb book on Martí’s ‘‘minor

writings’’ has received exceptional attention and critical praise over the past

decade among Latin American studies scholars from all over the Americas—

including Puerto Rico, Cuba, Mexico, Argentina, Colombia, and the United

States, his book’s timely translation into English allows me the opportu-

nity to begin a contrapuntal reading of selected sections of the book so that

readers in (North) American studies can better understand the historical sig-

nificance and critical potential Ramos’s Martí has for developing a new, com-

parative, inter-American cultural criticism.7 As Fernando Coronil puts it in

his powerful introduction to Fernando Ortiz’s Cuban Counterpoint: Tobacco and
Sugar, an introduction to a celebrated book must ensure ‘‘a perspective that,

while respecting the integrity of a cultural text, recognizes its provisionality

and inconclusiveness, the contrapuntal play of text against text and of reader

against author.’’8 This introduction follows Coronil’s sage advice by pay-

ing tribute to Ramos and engaging in transcultural counterpoint of sorts. It

explores the ways in which Martí’s vernacular knowledge produced in metro-

politan New York influenced constructions of modern Latin Americanism.

My emphasis on Martí’s subaltern modernity, his resistance to the modern
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rationality of the enlightened letrados (lettered elites) as well as to the com-

modification and racialization of U.S. mass culture, might also be labeled the

Martí differential—calling for an unevenly developed cultural critique—ap-

propriate to an uneven aesthetic modernity.

Subaltern Modernities

The philosophical problem of modernity, or what Habermas terms ‘‘aesthetic

modernity,’’9 is the point of departure for both Ramos’s rigorous exegesis

of the nineteenth-century ‘‘enlightened letrado’’ tradition—from Domingo F.

Sarmiento to Andrés Bello to José Martí—and his probing diagnosis of the

beginnings of a Latin Americanist cultural criticism. To better see why this is

so, let me begin by situating the problem of modernity both as a chronologi-

cal and qualitative concept.

‘‘Modernity,’’ as Habermas reminds us, ‘‘has a long history.’’ Although

there is a lot of room for debating modernity’s origins and its celebrated

(postmodernist) endings, Habermas starts off his view of modernity as ‘‘an

incomplete project’’ by looking at the historical contrasts between thewords,

‘‘the ancients’’ and ‘‘the moderns.’’ ‘‘Modern in its Latin form ‘modernus’ was
used for the first time,’’ he writes, ‘‘in the late th-century in order to dis-

tinguish the present, which had become officially Christian, from the Roman

and pagan past.’’ For Habermas, modernity and the modern conjure up ‘‘the

consciousness of an epoch that relates itself to the past of antiquity, in order

to view itself as the result of a transition from the old to the new’’ (). Ray-

mond Williams, in Keywords, emphasizes something similar, writing that in

the English context, ‘‘A conventional contrast between ancient and mod-

ern was established before the Renaissance. . . . Modernism, modernist and

modernity,’’ he goes on to explain, followed ‘‘in the th and th-centuries,

and the majority of pre-th-century uses were unfavourable.’’ 10

If, since the nineteenth century, ‘‘the emphatically modern document

no longer borrows [the] power of being a classic from the authority of a past

epoch,’’ as Habermas suggests, for modernity ‘‘creates its own self-enclosed

canons of being classics’’ (), has the relation between the ancients (the clas-

sics) and the moderns lost its ‘‘fixed historical reference’’? What happens

when we no longer focus exclusively on Western art in our understanding

of modernity’s project? In Divergent Modernities, Ramos, like Habermas before

him, asks us to recall Max Weber’s foundational analysis of cultural moder-

nity as the separation of reason expressed in religion and metaphysics into

the three autonomous spheres of science, morality, and art.11 In other words,

as the homogeneous worldviews of religion and metaphysics broke down,
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scientific discourse, paradigms of morality and jurisprudence, and the pro-

duction of art in turn became ‘‘unevenly’’ institutionalized. Consequently,

with the specialists now controlling cultural symbologies and capital, a gap

grew between the culture of the experts and that of the larger public. In the

Latin American context, Ramos argues, with its uneven division of labor,

urbanization, and the incorporation of Latin American markets into the

world system or global economy, ‘‘new regimes of specializations . . . at

once relieved the letrados of their traditional tasks in state administration

and forced writers to become professionalized’’ (p. xl). Ramos is, therefore,

interested in analyzing what ‘‘the effects of a dependent and uneven modern-

ization’’12 were ‘‘on the literary field’’ (p. xl). To begin such an institutional

analysis, Ramos rigorously pursues what he calls a ‘‘double articulation,’’

examining literature ‘‘as a discourse that seeks autonomization’’ and under-

taking ‘‘an analysis of the conditions that made the institutionalization of

literature impossible’’ (xli).

Few inter-American intellectuals, Ramos demonstrates, have been as

sensitive to modernity’s ‘‘uneven development’’ and its contradictory impli-

cations as Martí, who moved from the apparent enlightened ambience of

Nuestra América’s ‘‘republic of letters’’ to Anglo-America’s massified culture

industry, while most of the time feeling deeply estranged from both ver-

sions. As Martí revealingly put it in a letter to an editor in Mexico: ‘‘the mail

leaves fromNewYork to a country of ours: I cover everything noteworthy that

has happened: political cases, social studies, theater bills, literary announce-

ments, novelties, and particular aspects of this land. . . . In sum, a Review

done in New York on all the things that might interest our impatient and

imaginative cultural readers, but done in such a way that it could be pub-

lished in the daily presses.’’ Martí’s work in New York as a foreign correspon-

dent for Buenos Aires’s La Nación, Mexico City’s El Partido Liberal, Caracas’s
La Opinión Nacional, and as a journalist for New York’s Sun, was in Ramos’s

words, ‘‘conflictive,’’ opposed to the ‘‘highest’’ and ‘‘most subjective’’ value of

poetic discourse’’ ().

Ramos begins his genealogy of an emergent Latin Americanism with an

examination of what he calls ‘‘enlightened letrados,’’ such as the Argentinean

Domingo F. Sarmiento and the Chilean Andrés Bello, and contrasts them

with the divergent subalternity of Cuban journalist, revolutionary, and poet

José Martí, who the author suggests, inaugurated ‘‘the constitution of a new

kind of intellectual subject’’ for the Americas. Part  of Divergent Modernities
explores in detail how Sarmiento’s classic Facundo: Civilization and Barbarism
() and Bello’s modern notion of ‘‘saber decir’’ (knowledge as eloquence)

brought on the destruction of what Ramos describes as (after Angel Rama)
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the ‘‘republic of letters’’13—that is, the intimate formation of national litera-

tures and the founding of the modern nation-state. In other words, as Ramos

suggests, after independence from Spain, ‘‘a new homogeneity, a national

homogeneity that was linguistic and political’’ (p. ) took hold in Latin

America.

From the start, both modern nationalist discourse and culture turned

not only toward Europe and the West, but also toward the North and the

United States, and were used by intellectual elites like Sarmiento ‘‘to legit-

imize [their] claims to authority.’’ Especially in Facundo, Sarmiento’s writing

‘‘represents history as progress, as a modernizing process interrupted by the

catastrophe of local caudillo,’’ for towrite in this Latin American enlightened

context is, as Ramos states, ‘‘to order; to modernize’’ (p. ). Throughout

Facundo, Sarmiento ‘‘positions himself,’’ according to Ramos, ‘‘between two

competing modes of knowledge’’ (p. )—what he characterizes as ‘‘proper’’

(civilized written discourse) and ‘‘foreign’’ (barbaric orality).

In contradistinction to Sarmiento, the Chilean Bello did not privilege

in his cultural criticism a romantic and undisciplined scholarship, but in-

stead, ground his views of modernity in the humanist university institution

itself, where scholarship was orderly and rationally separated into special-

izations. That is to say, in its division of the sciences from the social to the

humanities, the structure of theWestern university is thoroughlymodern and

Occidental,14 for it divides a ‘‘universal reason’’ into ‘‘faculties.’’ In Ramos’s

view, ‘‘Bello’s constant reflections on the task of the university and the place

of knowledge in society underlin[ed] the relative autonomy of knowledge’’

(p. ). Yet like his fellow ‘‘enlightened letrado,’’ Sarmiento, Bello envisioned

writing ‘‘as a machine of action, as a device that transforms the chaotic

‘nature’ of barbarism [in Latin America].’’ Thus, for Ramos, ‘‘in Bello we

find . . . the concept of belles lettres, which postulated ‘literary’ writing as a

paradigm of knowledge’’ (p. )—and we might also add, as a paradigm of

rationality (where writing and grammar are associated with a will to reason).

As the minority discourse theorist David Lloyd has offered in a related

context about the modern university, idealist theorists (like Sarmiento and

Bello) used theory ‘‘to furnish transcendental grounds to its concepts, and

after this fashion the university divides the objects of knowledge into the

quasi-permanent or canonical form of the disciplines.’’15 It is precisely in

Bello’s movement toward what we might term a ‘‘universalist rationality,’’

that is, his attempt to subsume local particulars intoWestern universals, that

we can better begin to understand Martí’s subaltern cultural critique against

this universalist idealism. From this perspective, Martí’s  essay, ‘‘Our

America’’ (with its hypothesis that ‘‘The European university must give way
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to the American university’’), can be seen as a prescient calling for ‘‘differen-

tial studies’’ of the Americas—not Bello’s integrated formation of the disci-

plines, affecting the production of knowledge in the university. For as Ramos

correctly puts it, Martí ‘‘speak[s] from the periphery’’ (p. ); his exile in

New York not only ‘‘radicalized his situation’’ (p. ), but also as a journalist

chronicling everyday life, it embedded him in a new institutional site where

he could examine ‘‘the conditions of heterogeneity in the literary subject,’’ as

opposed to Bello’s Kantian-like ‘‘unity of the manifold’’ (Lloyd, p. ). As a re-

sult, Martí’s ‘‘critique from outside the institutional power spectrum, against

the modernizing project’’ (p. ) separated him from the tradition of the

enlightened letrados in the Americas.

Thus envisaged, Ramos’s Martí is well situated to oppose what the au-

thor calls the ‘‘will to rationalization,’’ that is, what his future fellow émigrés

to the United States, Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer, would describe

as the enlightenment’s dialectical totalitarianism, with its well-known in-

strumentalized reasoning.16 Ramos’s Martí gives back, we might say, a ‘‘mi-

gratory mobility’’ to the ‘‘enlightened letrados’’’ unity of the manifold, refor-

mulating the constituent parts of the body of knowledge so that its content

functions ‘‘differentially.’’ 17Martí, as a subalternmodernist in NewYork City,

is therefore, almost in spite of himself, a ‘‘properly modern hero precisely

because his effort to synthesize discursive roles and functions presuppose

the antitheses governed by the division of labor and the fragmentation of

the relatively integrated public sphere in which writing of the [enlightened]

letrados had operated,’’ according to Ramos (p. xliii). The spirit and discipline

of this subaltern modernity assumes clear contours, Ramos emphasizes, in

Martí’s boundary-crossing cultural work—his lateral ‘‘minor writings.’’

If modernity ‘‘revolts’’ and ‘‘lives on the experience of rebelling against

all that is normative,’’ as Habermas believes was characteristic of the aes-

thetic modernity of Charles Baudelaire, Martí emerges as one of the first U.S.

Latino anti-imperialist intellectuals who was both in Ramos’s view, ‘‘heroic’’

and a melancholy ‘‘subject profoundly divided’’ (p. ). Ramos’s ground-

breaking exploration of this ‘‘profoundly divided’’ Martí, exiled and estranged

in New York City, takes up the great bulk of part  of Divergent Modernities.
Here, Ramos gives readers not the monumentalized and ‘‘maestro’’ Martí

(championed by the letrado ‘‘vocational’’ canon in the universities of the

Americas), but the struggling revolutionary, journalist, poet, and translator

of sentimental romances trying to make-do in the major capitalist city of

North America. Martí’s pragmatic meditations on U.S. national literary and

cultural heroes (Ralph Waldo Emerson, Walt Whitman, Mark Twain, and

George Bancroft); his horror and amazement at the emergent mass culture
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industry (‘‘Coney Island’’ and ‘‘Jesse James’’), and on the United States’s sheer

technological power, engineering, and art (‘‘The Brooklyn Bridge’’); and his

critiques of the cultures of U.S. imperialism (‘‘Nuestra América’’), as well as

his testimony on war and death (Diario de campaña), as Ramos writes, were all

‘‘enmeshed in a complex and intense reflection on the crisis and reconfigu-

ration of modern literature’’ (p. ). If Martí’s inter-American cultural work

in general, and in ‘‘Nuestra América’’ in particular, ‘‘invert[s] the relation of

subordination between intellectuals and people, writing and orality, making

the indigenous and subaltern the basis of Latin American identity,’’ does

Martí’s own stylistic will to power also denounce ‘‘a sense of the literary as

both the adequate and necessary form of expression of Latin Americanism,’’

as John Beverley writes?18 I will return to this question in Martí’s ‘‘Nuestra

América’’ at the end of the introduction, but first let me turn toMartí’s earlier

writings, the  prologue to Pérez Bonalde’s Poema del Niágara, and ‘‘The

Brooklyn Bridge’’ and ‘‘Coney Island’’ from North American Scenes.
For Ramos, Martí’s prologue to the Poema del Niágara is at once a pro-

found and symptomatic manifesto on the emergence of ‘‘modern poetry’’ in

the Americas, with the ‘‘nostalgia of the great deed’’ as well as the breakdown

and erasure of the social conditions that ‘‘had made possible the norma-

tive . . . contents of an epic authority in literature’’ (). In such a modernist

and modernizing life-world, Martí suggests that modernization entails ‘‘the

suffering of modern man’’ in the face of a ‘‘new social state,’’ in which ‘‘all

the images that were once revered are found stripped of their prestige, while

the images of the future are yet unknown.’’ Further, for Martí, modernity in-

augurates an epoch or consciousness characterized by what he lyrically calls

the ‘‘blinding of the sources and the obfuscating of the gods.’’ For Ramos,

Martí’sminoritized discourse (so reminiscent of FriedrichNietzsche’s notion

of the ‘‘twilight of the gods’’ and Gabriel García Márquez’s more recently

celebrated el otoño del patriarca) ‘‘explicitly relates the new social state [in the

Americas]—linked to what Max Weber later called the ‘disenchantment of

the world’ as an effect of modern rationalization—to the dissolution of a dis-

cursive and institutional fabric of belief that, until the moment, guaranteed

the central authority of literary forms in the articulation of the constitutive

nomos of the social order’’ (p. ).

Consequently, the inter-American poet in aestheticmodernity, forMartí,

can only have ‘‘broken wings’’—a melancholic figure caged in the cruel the-

ater of solitude who can merely ‘‘present himself,’’ in Martí’s words, ‘‘armed

with all his weapons in an arena where he sees neither combatants nor spec-

tators; nor [sees] any prize.’’ Martí here demonstrates how the life-world

has become infected by modernization. All cultural representatives (even
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Martí’s cherished poet) have become ‘‘rationalized’’ under the brutal pres-

sures of economic power and globalized and instrumentalized administered

forces.

If one had to conjecture the most likely source of Ramos’s insistence on

Martí’s claiming our attention, it would be his view of Martí’s ‘‘opening salvo

[in his prologue to the Poema del Niágara] to any reflection on the relative dis-

engagement of literature from the private sphere, given his reputation as a

political writer’’ (p. xlii). Indeed, Ramos argues throughout part  of Divergent
Modernities that ‘‘Martí spoke of politics and life from a specific kind of per-

spective or gaze, from a locus of [an uneven] literary speech’’ (p. xliii). As an

analyst of the emergent hegemonic mass culture in the United States, Martí’s

gaze, for Ramos, implies varied ‘‘mechanisms of authorization’’ and a set of

socially symbolic ‘‘solutions to the emergent literary field.’’

What were to becomeMartí’sNorth American Scenes recounted, in Ramos’s

words, ‘‘the multiple aspects of urban daily life . . . [for] they . . . serve[d]

as a continual reflection on the place of the one who writes—in Martí’s case,

the Latin American intellectual—in the face of modernity’’ (p. xliv). Indeed,

Ramos indicates that it is possible to say that much of Martí’s inter-American

cultural criticism itself aspired to ‘‘the defense of the ‘aesthetic’ and cultural

values of Latin America by placing them in opposition to [North] American

capitalist modernity . . . and the economic power of the North American

other’’ (p. xlv). As Martí bluntly put it in his chronicle ‘‘Coney Island,’’ ‘‘Such

people [of the United States] eat quantity; we, quality (p. ). It is precisely

Martí’s insistence on a nationalist articulation of ‘‘Latin Americanism’’ that

Ramos wishes to deconstruct.

In his contact ‘‘with the regime of the political market’’ and with ‘‘labor’’

and ‘‘urban fragmentation’’ in New York City, however, Martí’s idealist views

on aesthetics and what Ramos refers to as Martí’s ‘‘concept of the aesthetic

interior’’ undergo a sea change. On occasion, as in his  letter to his

friend and editor in Mexico City, Manuel Mercado, Martí reveals his arduous

existential struggle with exile, modernization, and urban drudgery: ‘‘I now

live by means of commercial jobs keeping secretly to myself, so that no one

will see, the terrors hidden in the soul’’ (qtd. at ). Elsewhere, in his poem

‘‘Hierro,’’ Martí adds: ‘‘I have earned the bread: let us make poetry’’ (p. ).

If Martí writes with the self-consciousness that Michel Foucault asso-

ciated with modernity (an insistence that the present represents a clear break

with the past, and the role of the poet and cultural critic alike is to reflect

on the ‘‘contemporary status of his own enterprise’’),19 Martí, like Emerson

andWhitman, as Ramos notes, articulates a self-consciously newdomain ‘‘in

which the poet encounters the city as the outside’’ (p. ).
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Because Martí’s writings on art and his defense of Latin American

cultural values are connected to his career as an inter-American journalist

(indeed, in Ramos’s view, Martí ‘‘promoted himself ’’ as an intermediary be-

tween the United States and various Latin American groups in Mexico, Vene-

zuela, and Argentina), Ramos turns in the second half of Divergent Modernities
to a fascinating institutional history between  and  of Buenos Aires’s

major newspaper, La Nación, founded in  by Bartolomé Mitre, just two

years after he had completed his presidential term in Argentina. As Ramos

emphasizes, La Nación employed scores of news correspondents abroad, but

no twoweremore important than JoséMartí and RubénDarío, ‘‘whowere key

figures in the development of the early modernista chronicle’’ (p. ). Among

other things, this section of Ramos’s book explores how an uneven aesthetic

modernity became dependent on newspapers, and how such a dependence

limited what he refers to as ‘‘literature’s autonomy’’ (p. ). Ramos’s hy-

pothesis is that the Latin Americanist critique of modernity was itself ‘‘in-

corporated and promoted by the emergent cultural industry based on the

new journalism of the epoch’’ (p. ). If newspapers, as Benedict Anderson

argues, were key institutional sites ‘‘for the formation of new national sub-

jects’’ (p. ) and helped ‘‘subject orality to the law of writing,’’ newspapers,

too, paradoxically helped initiate a new literary genre ‘‘tied to the modernist

chronicle’’ (p. ).

When La Nación in  ‘‘inaugurated the telegraphic service, affiliated

with the Paris Havas Agency’’ (p. ), it at once enabled Latin America’s

‘‘community of readers to represent themselves as a nation inserted into a

‘universe,’ articulated by means of a communication network,’’ as Ramos de-

scribes it (p. ). To be sure, the telegraph in Latin America ‘‘stimulated the

specialization,’’ Ramos writes, ‘‘of a new kind of writer, the reporter, dele-

gated to a new linguistic and commercial object, the news bulletin’’ (p. ).

As Martí observed in his Poema del Niágra prologue, ‘‘It is as though we are

witnessing a decentralization of the intellect. The beautiful has come to the

realm of all people.’’

If, as Darío noted in his Autobiography, La Nación ‘‘was a workshop for

experimentation,’’ for Martí, it was also a unique institutional location for ex-

amining what Ramos calls ‘‘the conditions of literary modernity,’’ especially

its relation with new writers and ‘‘contact and cultivation of a new reader-

ship’’ (p. ). While it is undeniable that Martí (like Darío) honed his ‘‘craft

of style’’ in newspapers like La Nación, the newspaper, in Ramos’s view, was

more importantly a site where ‘‘organic intellectuals’’20 in the new culture in-

dustry could begin analyzing ‘‘the irreducible aporias of the will to autonomy

and the hybridity of the literary subject in Latin America’’ (p. ).
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Beginning with Martí in , according to Ramos, La Nación ‘‘estab-

lishe[d] a clear precedent, transforming correspondence into the site not only

for informative discourse on foreign lands and peoples, but formal and lit-

erary experimentation as well’’ (p. ). Martí’s elder, Sarmiento, was one of

the first to recognize and champion uncritically Martí’s journalistic writing

as a place where the Cuban let ‘‘loose his howls.’’ More conventional readers,

however, like F. T. de Aldrey, editor of Caracas’s La Opinión Nacional, chastised
Martí for his propensity to experiment freely in his reportages: ‘‘readers of

this country want news briefs and political anecdotes and as little literature

as possible’’ (p. ).

In contradistinction to the more ‘‘refined’’ and ‘‘bourgeois’’ fin de siècle

chroniclers—like Gómez Carillo, who in his narrative of strolling the streets

of Buenos Aires, El encanto de Buenos Aires (The Enchantment of Buenos Aires),
sang the praises of fashion and ‘‘the charm of merchandise’’ (p. ), or Sar-

miento, who in his Travels in the U.S. () saw the urban modern city, again

in Ramos’s words, ‘‘as a utopic space’’ (p. )—Martí’s representation of the

cities of the United States of the North, as he called them, rejects what Ramos

refers to as ‘‘the logic of the fetish.’’ Thus, Martí’s capitalist city was explicitly

linked, Ramos tells us, ‘‘to the representation of disaster, of catastrophe, as

distinctivemetaphors formodernity’’ (p. ). Further, for Martí, the city spa-

tialized ‘‘the fragmentation of the traditional order of discourse that the city

has brought in its wake’’ (p. ). As Martí characteristically put it, ‘‘Every-

thing [in New York] is mixed [and] melts away,’’ no doubt a reference to

what Karl Marx saw in The Communist Manifesto () as the catastrophic pro-
cess of capitalist modernization, for ‘‘All that is solid,’’ he wrote, ‘‘melts into

air.’’21 Against ‘‘enlightened letrados’’ like Sarmiento, Martí’s North American
Scenes resist ‘‘producing a decorative image of the city’’ and instead, ‘‘record

the misery and exploitation generated by the most advanced forms of moder-

nity . . . in the United States’’ (p. ).

Martí’s remarkable  chronicle about ‘‘El Puente de Brooklyn’’ (‘‘The

Brooklyn Bridge’’), one of the nineteenth century’s most celebrated engineer-

ing accomplishments, is emblematic of the exiled writer’s attempt ‘‘to co-

exist with and among’’ North American technology. For Martí, Washington

Roebling’s monumental bridge, one of the first to use steel in its construc-

tion, palpitates, ‘‘throbb[ing],’’ Martí writes, ‘‘a blood so magnanimously in

our day’’ (p. ). Almost a hinge between two epochs, the bridge’s cable

are also ‘‘like the teeth of a mammoth that in one bite would be capable

of decimating a mountain’’ (p. ). Although Martí sensitively ‘‘interprets

the apparatus,’’ he also sees this North American modern engineering event

as an allegory of modernity, quantification, and modernization. Its arches,
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Martí notes, are ‘‘like the doors to a grandioseworld which uplifts the spirit,’’

and its half-stone and half-steel constructionmetaphorically concretizes his-

tory’s progress: ‘‘No longer will deep moats open up around walled for-

tresses; cities instead will be embraced with arms of steel’’ (p. ). If, as

Emerson insisted in his  essay Nature, technology itself is an extension of
nature, then Martí’s illuminating ‘‘The Brooklyn Bridge’’ follows this insight

by thematizing engineering and technology as instruments to better serve

culture and society.

On a more formal and rhetorical level, however, Martí’s ‘‘The Brooklyn

Bridge’’ contrapuntally reveals what Ramos terms ‘‘an anxiety . . . concern-

ing the implications of modernization’’ (p. ). Insofar as Martí’s chronicle

‘‘works with emblems,with cultural landscapes,’’ Ramos asks, what are read-

ers tomake of Martí’s allusions to the bridge as an ‘‘aerial serpent,’’ its towers

seeming ‘‘like slenderized Egyptian pyramids,’’ and to its masses of ethno-

racializedworkers ‘‘the like [of ] which can be found neither inThebes nor the

Acropolis’’? Are these Western cultural emblems precisely the very symbolo-

gies that have been ‘‘displaced by modernization’’? What exactly does Martí

(writing in and from the technological languages of the newspaper) ‘‘see’’

in his allegory? He, of course, sees many things—‘‘the resounding dredges’’;

‘‘heroic feverish workers clean[ing] the base’’ of the bridge—and activates a

deconstructive illusion of presence for his readers—‘‘By the hand wewill take

our readers . . . and lead them to see up front’’ (p. ) the bridge itself.

In Ramos’s view, Martí’s ‘‘The Brooklyn Bridge’’ allegorizes not only the

inter-American chronicler’s ‘‘relationshipwith technology,’’ but also the sub-

ject of ‘‘quantification,’’ a ‘‘corollary to [the] gaze that attempts to geometri-

cally rationalize space’’ (p. ). On this strictly formal level, explains Ramos,

Martí allegorizes ‘‘the asymmetry between the discourses tied to technology

and literature.’’ As a result, Martí’s ‘‘The Brooklyn Bridge’’ uses the ‘‘struggle

of literary discourse’’ to push ‘‘its way through the ‘strong’ signs of moder-

nity’’ (p. ).

In the process of ‘‘overwriting’’ this chronicle (Martí’s writing was itself

based on the journalist William Conant’s  essay on the Brooklyn Bridge

that appeared in Harper’s), Ramos suggests that Martí’s crónica put him ‘‘in

the position of a translator’’ (), for Martí, Ramos writes, ‘‘literally seizes

a metaphor from Conant [a flying serpent], translates it literally as [sierpe
aerea], and uses it to describe a different object’’ (p. , note ). Beyond

this literal translation project, Ramos maintains that Martí’s ‘‘The Brook-

lyn Bridge’’ works ‘‘as a strategy of legitimation that takes into account the

‘idealized’ and ‘mechanical’ languages of modernity as obliterated matter

for the supposed ‘exceptionality’ of style’’ (p. ). In other words, Martí’s
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literary modernist chronicle ascends (like the bridge itself ) ‘‘toward apo-

theosis,’’ Ramos lyrically writes, ‘‘articulat[ing] a spatial hierarchization’’

(p. ). Hence, Martí fantastically explains: ‘‘Seeing them conglomerate to

swarm quickly over the aerial serpent, squeezed together, the vast, clean,

ever-growing crowd—one imagines seeing seated in the middle of the sky,

with her radiant head appearing over the summit and with white hands, as

large as eagles, open, in a sign of peace over the land—Liberty’’ (p. ).

Martí’s gaze is no longer that of the traditional positivist journalist. Rather,

Martí’s hybrid, modern writing verges on what Ramos rightly calls ‘‘a hallu-

cination’’ (p. ), where the chronicler sees a ‘‘swarm,’’ a ‘‘crowd,’’ and an

‘‘aerial serpent,’’ and then immediately imagines seeing in ‘‘the middle of the

sky,’’ a ‘‘summit’’ and ‘‘eagles . . . over the land,’’ culminating in a vision of

‘‘Liberty.’’ This epiphanic writing is of great significance, Ramos argues, for

Martí’s ‘‘overwriting’’ is ‘‘founded on a model of literary discourse as a dra-

matic deviation from the linguistic norm(s) in operation,’’ and hence, resists

the logic of what we earlier called the ‘‘enlightened letrados’ ’’ universal ratio-
nality, a rationality that ‘‘imposes the value of exchange’’ (p. ) and a new

statistical reason.

Responding to critics of his overly wrought prose style, Martí in 

insisted that writers, like painters, work with concrete material (words) and

that this intellectual process of labor distinguishes the writer’s production

from other kinds of intellectual work. Thus, Martí claims that ‘‘there is no

reason that one [writer] would avail of diverse colors, and not another. The

atmosphere changes with different zones, as does language with different

themes’’ (p. ). Put differently, language too, Ramos writes, is ‘‘stratified

by the division of labor.’’ Style, for Martí, ‘‘is the medium of labor that dif-

ferentiates the writer (as the use of color does the painter) from the social,

institutional practices that also use language as a medium,’’ Ramos writes.

Literature, in Martí’s words, is itself an act of ‘‘concretizing. . . . Each para-

graph must be organized as an excellent machine, and each one of it parts

must be adjusted, inserted with such perfection among others, so that if any

one part is taken from among the ensemble, it would be as a bird without

wing[s], and the parts would not function. . . . The complexity of themachine

indicates the perfection of its make’’ (p. ). Briefly, Martí’s ‘‘The Brooklyn

Bridge’’ allegorizes not only ‘‘a literary will to style,’’ it does so precisely in

a machinelike discourse that ‘‘coexists’’ and ‘‘struggles’’ (as Ramos wryly in-

sists) ‘‘against discursive, antiaesthetic functions tied to the technologized

medium of journalism’’ (p. ). It is, therefore, ‘‘the incongruencies and

contradictions’’ (concretized in Martí’s North American Scenes) that ‘‘distin-
guish Martí’s modernity’’ (p. ) from the more famous modernistas of the
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period. Martí reshapes ‘‘fragments’’ and ‘‘remains’’ and refunctionalizes his

‘‘uneven’’ inter-American modernity as a kind of schizophrenic and capitalist

‘‘desiring machine.’’22

While Martí’s ‘‘The Brooklyn Bridge’’ summarizes his multiple re-

sponses to North Americanmodernization, ‘‘Coney Island’’ () reveals his

relentless animus toward North American mass culture, which, I think, has

often led to charges (especially among his recent North American readers)

that he was a snob, or worse, an arrogant mandarin. These glib criticisms

of Martí are in my view entirely wrong, for Martí’s pointed attacks on the

emergent nineteenth-century mass culturewere just as often directed against

Latin American elitists and their ‘‘enlightened letrado’’ cultures. Both North

American mass culture (and what Horkheimer and Adorno more precisely

termed the ‘‘culture industry’’)23 and the letrados’ culture in Latin America, it

bears repeating, deserved a thorough critique.

In contrast to both the canonical letrados’ view of Martí as a clásico, above
the fray of the intense historical and political debates of his own time, and the

more hagiographic view of Martí as a ‘‘granitelike’’ hero, Ramos’s analysis of

Martí and ‘‘Coney Island’’ documents precisely the historical contradictions

and social conflicts that the North American Scenes opened up in the domain of

modern, inter-American cultural criticism. Ramos first reconstructs the en-

tire North American Scenes as ‘‘an immense urban cartography’’ (p. ), where

the capitalist North American city is not only ‘‘a decentered space’’ (p. ),

but at the same time is gendered as a ‘‘sleeping woman,’’ where women

are either ‘‘masculinized’’ by modernization or take on the role of ‘‘solitary

mothers.’’ Tellingly, Ramos writes, the figure of the father ‘‘stands out by

[his] very absence; he is nowhere to be found in Martí’s modern landscape.’’

Modernization, the very process that Ramos has been transnationally

tracing throughout Divergent Modernities (via Weber and Rama), is his short-

hand for a variety of processes and concepts that require further elaboration.

Habermas is especially helpful here, for modernization, he explains, is ‘‘a

concept . . . that refers to a bundle of processes that are cumulative andmutu-

ally reinforcing; to the formation of capital and themobilization of resources;

to the development of the forces of production and the increase in the pro-

duction of labor; to the establishment of centralized political power and the

formation of national identities; . . . [and] to the secularization of values and

norms.’’24 As Ramos sees it Martí’s ‘‘Coney Island’’ thematizes many of the

‘‘bundle of processes’’ that Habermas explains are cumulative and constitu-

tive of modernization. To begin with, the subject position of the chronicler

and cultural thinker in ‘‘Coney Island’’ is, in Ramos’s words, ‘‘a displaced

subject,’’ who also happens to be simultaneously ‘‘externally exiled’’ (as a
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Cuban working in New York) and ‘‘internally exiled’’ (as a ‘‘nostalgic’’ critical

thinker from ‘‘a higher spiritual world’’ in a base life-world motivated by ‘‘the

flow of money’’) (p. ).

One of the earliest results of the United States’s nineteenth-century

culture industries, Coney Island, with its ‘‘annihilating and incomparable ex-

pansiveness,’’ with its ‘‘colossal houses, as high as mountains,’’ where coarse

‘‘peasants’’ and the ‘‘genteel’’ wealthy mix and drink ‘‘distasteful mineral

water,’’ also affords Martí a place where he can begin to look at the historical

break between high and low cultures. Interestingly, the high cultural realm

is associated with what Martí calls the ‘‘we’’ (Latin Americans), and the low

belongs to the ‘‘they’’ (the people of the United States). But Martí’s ‘‘Coney

Island,’’ at the same time, reveals the emergent U.S. culture industry to be a

place where the dispossesed are routinely commodified, ridiculed, and physi-

cally abused. As Martí writes, Coney Island is the place where crowds ‘‘ap-

plaud the skill with which a ball thrower has managed to hit the nose of a

misfortunate man of color, who in exchange for a measly day’s wage, stands

day and night with his frightened head stuck through a hole made in the can-

vass, avoiding the pitches of the ball throwers with ridiculous movements

and exaggerated faces.’’

This ridiculing of a ‘‘misfortunate man of color’’ by the socially con-

structed ‘‘white,’’ massified audiences of the culture industry is more than

just popular entertainment for Martí. Rather, it is also a form closely asso-

ciated with minstrelsy 25 and white supremacy, where even leisure and enter-

tainment are embedded in a struggle over the politics of popular culture,

race, and nation. In other words, for Martí, a radical critic of modern scien-

tific racism (as Roberto Fernández Retamar emphasizes),26 the incorporation

of art and entertainment into the marketplace implies, in Ramos’s view, ‘‘a

sense of the degradation’’ illustrated for Martí in ‘‘the figure of the abused

black performer’’ at Coney Island.

That Martí felt especially unsympathetic toward urban mass culture is

undeniable. Indeed, as Ramos consistently points out in Divergent Modernities,
Martí clearly misjudges mass culture, privileging and ‘‘ideologizing’’ terms

such as culture to mean an ‘‘abstract sense of a process of becoming cul-

tivated,’’ while simultaneously criticizing ‘‘culture’s’’ abstract rationalism.

Martí preaches, ‘‘In vain domen of foresight attempt, bymeans of culture and

religious sentiment, to direct this drivenmass that heedlessly seeks the quick

and full satisfaction of its appetites’’ (p. ). The sources of Martí’s concept

of culture, Ramos suggests, are to be found in the author’s own experiences

with the new, anonymous mass culture in New York and its surroundings,

such as Coney Island, where Martí writes ‘‘the marvelous prosperity of the
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United States of the North’’ and its ‘‘jovial and frenetic’’ crowds extend them-

selves ‘‘with a more tumultuous order’’ (p. ).

It is from his lofty aestheticizing position above the crowds that Martí

‘‘gazes with unfamiliarity at the material baseness of the masses in North

America.’’ More significantly for Ramos, Martí in his role as a cultural critic,

‘‘in effect help[s] to formulate one of the grand narratives of legitimation for

the wide-open field of the literary enterprise (which continued to function

at least until the centennials of the Latin American Wars of Independence)’’

(p. ). By asserting in ‘‘Coney Island’’ the pitfalls of modernization in the

capitalist United States of the North and proposing the superiority ‘‘of the

aesthetic sphere’’ as a socially symbolic response, Martí’s discourses (as well

as those of Sarmiento, José Enrique Rodó, and later after the Porfiriato, the

Mexican cultural critics Alfonso Reyes, José Vasconcelos, and the Dominican

Pedro Henríquez Ureña) ‘‘from the start [were] compromised by the project

to legitimize the cultural sphere’’ (p. ). In other words, the modernist’s

uneven rhetoric of crises (what Ramos later calls their Lyotardean ‘‘narratives

of legitimation’’)27 contributed to producing the ‘‘bundle of processes’’ of

modernization itself.

Ramos’s analysis of Martí’s ‘‘The Brooklyn Bridge,’’ ‘‘Coney Island,’’

and North American Scenes leads him to ask if it was a ‘‘coincidence that in

the first decades of this century the proliferation of essays’’ by both inter-

American intellectuals like Martí and traditional Latin American letrados alike
were ‘‘concomitant to the culturalist’’ project itself ? Did the very ‘‘form of the

[modernist] essay represent the ambiguous place of the modern writer faced

with the disciplinarian will distinctive of modernity’’ (p. )? If the essay

form, as Ramos theorizes, ‘‘mediates between the interior of the beautiful

(poetry) and the demands of society’’ (p. ), was this how modern chroni-

clers ‘‘extended [their social territory as interpreters and public announcers]

of the beautiful, first in the chronicle, but later in the essay, as a privileged

form of the ‘maestro’ at the turn of the century’’ (p. ) and beyond?

Divergent Modernities concludes with a sophisticated exegesis of Martí’s

classic, modern,  essay ‘‘Our America,’’ and with two new, supplemen-

tary chapters for the Duke edition onMartí’s migratory poetry written in New

York City and on his  testimony, War Journal. As in his earlier chapters,

Ramos continues analyzing the formation of Latin Americanism, for ‘‘behind

every assertion of what is Latin Americanism, there lies a will to power exer-

cised from different positions on the map of social contradictions.’’ Ramos

is, therefore, troubled withMartí’s attempts in ‘‘Our America’’ ‘‘to defend us’’

from a ‘‘they’’ who ‘‘would divest us of our self-representation’’ (p. ). Be-

cause Martí, among other things, interpellates his Latin American (and we
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might add, his U.S. Latino/a) readers within an androcentric discourse of es-

sentializing ‘‘familial homogeneity’’ and a ‘‘discourse of identity’’ (p. ),

his critique of the cultures of U.S. imperialism and everything imported to

‘‘our’’ America (especially the colonizing discourse or the ‘‘tigers within’’

Latin America) necessarily entails, for Ramos, an ideology of the aesthetic

and ‘‘the gaze of an aesthetic Latin Americanist subject’’ (p. ).

In its ‘‘intensely overwritten prose,’’ and with its saturation of ‘‘tel-

luric’’ figures of speech or tropes, Martí’s ‘‘Our America’’ ends up being, in

Ramos’s view, the Cuban’s ‘‘reflection on the discourses that could legitimize

and effectively represent the conflicting field of identity’’ (p. ). As an ob-

ject of struggle over the field of representation, however, Martí’s gaze in

the process produces a powerful defense of what we now call after Foucault

‘‘subjugated knowledges,’’ and what postcontemporary Latin Americanist

Walter Mignolo terms ‘‘subaltern border gnosis.’’28 In other words, Martí

offers us in ‘‘Our America’’ a rich defense of everything ‘‘excluded by the letra-
dos,’’ as Ramos emphasizes. From this perspective, Martí’s bundle of ‘‘minor

writings’’ constitutes for Ramos an alternative ‘‘Latin Americanist archive,’’

capable of not only intervening into ‘‘the enigma of identity,’’ but also inves-

tigating ‘‘the conditions of possibility for good governance’’ in the Americas.

Consequently, Martí’s ‘‘Our America’’ involves itself in an analysis of the cul-

tural politics of race, nation, and culture, for cultures that are marginalized

(relegated to ‘‘underdevelopment’’) can also contain the grounds for a sober

critique of the hegemonic Western norms by which they are judged. Further,

‘‘Our America’’ operates within what Ramos sees as ‘‘the critical intensity of a

root knowledge—a knowledge of roots’’—and we might add, as Paul Gilroy

suggests of Black British root work in The Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double
Consciousness, as an intercultural knowledge of ‘‘routes.’’

Migratory Routes

Routes begins with [an] assumption of movement, arguing that travels and contacts
are crucial sites for an unfinished modernity. The general topic, if it can be called one,
is vast: a view of human location as constituted by displacement as much as by sta-
sis.—James Clifford, Routes: Travel and Translation in the Late Twentieth Century

From my position as an American studies teacher, in a comparative ethnic

studies department, I wish to conclude by approaching Divergent Modernities
as a valuable book for contributing to and expanding our emergent inter-

American cultural criticism. Ramos’s new Duke edition opens up other

spaces (like Gilroy’s The Black Atlantic has accomplished for American studies),
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and in the process, develops and brings new problems to the forefront of cul-

tural criticism. And to say this is to claim that Ramos’s remarkable study, Di-
vergent Modernities, does for José Martí what the great Black Atlantic has done for
nineteenth- and twentieth-century African American modernists like Fred-

erick Douglass, W. E. B. Du Bois, and Richard Wright, among others. Of

course, Ramos wrote and published his book several years before Gilroy’s

was in print, but my point in this last section is to bring both Ramos and

Gilroy’s intercultural works closer together as examples of the new, stunning,

mapping out of diasporic and migratory, transnational scholarship. Indeed,

it is undeniable that Gilroy and Ramos’s works suggest some notable meth-

odological parallels in their philosophically nuanced studies of the ‘‘counter-

cultures’’ of subaltern modernity, and they do so by focusing on specific dias-

poric and migratory intellectuals within an outer-nationalist framework.

More important, Gilroy and Ramos link together some cultural conver-

sations that in Europe, Latin America, and North America have been kept

separated by their respective specialist and nationalist gazes.Themost crucial

conversation, as Gilroy acutely puts it, is about the long and often ‘‘bitter dia-

logue on the significance of slavery and emancipation in the Western hemi-

sphere. It was very seldom that these two sets of interest were able to touch

one another.’’29 That is, Gilroy contends that before books such as C. L. R.

James’s The Black Jacobins and Frantz Fanon’s The Wretched of the Earth, slavery
and modernity had very little to do with each other, for the cultural conversa-

tion, he emphasizes, was ‘‘configured in a very Eurocentric way, [and] in a . . .

dubious way, because it appealed to some innocent essence of Europe’’ ().

In writing The Black Atlantic, Gilroy attempts to show how there indeed

were ‘‘a common set of problems’’ (slavery, the Middle Passage, and moder-

nity), and that these problems had been articulated by African American

intellectuals and travelers, like DuBois, who had studied in the United States

and Germany; Wright, who lived in the United States and yet wrote many

of his books about African Americans from Paris, where he was engaged in

conversations with intellectuals like Simone de Beauvoir; and those who had

founded the Presence Africaine, thus dissolving the rigid borders between

Francophone and Anglophone worlds. Consequently, as Gilroy explains, a

set of philosophical problems ‘‘was being articulated across intellectual and

scholarly as well as linguistic and political borders.’’ These subaltern mod-

ernists, in Gilroy’s view, ‘‘defied the boundaries that the nation-state puts in

its place.’’ Further, they ‘‘marked out the cracks that the nation-state intro-

duces into our thinking of our own history, and I wanted to address that

fracture’’ ().
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Modernity, for Gilroy, thus is both a qualitative and chronological cate-

gory ‘‘that gets generated through and from the systematic and hemispheric

trade in African slaves.’’ Further (‘‘where that becomes a modern experi-

ence’’), Gilroy adds, ‘‘it’s not something that belongs exclusively to the blacks

involved or their contemporary heirs. It belongs to an expanded understand-

ing of what the modern world is and how it worked. . . . It’s not anybody’s

special ethnic property. The experience of catastrophic terror does not be-

come something that its victims can own’’ ().

Similarly, throughout Divergent Modernities (and especially in his two new
chapters on Martí, ‘‘Migratories’’ and ‘‘The Repose of Heroes: On Poetry

and War in José Martí’’), Ramos is interested in examining what it meant

for Martí, a migratory, outer-nationalist intellectual, to be one of the first

U.S. Latinos confronting modernity and the cultures of U.S. imperialism. As

Ramos asks of Martí’s posthumous collection, Versos Libres,written during the
s in New York, ‘‘What house can writing found and firmly ground be-

yond its emphatic promise to do so?’’ (p. ). Doesmodern writing for Martí

‘‘guarantee the residence and home of the subject’’? (p. ).

Here, Ramos focuses on Martí’s ‘‘Domingo Triste’’ (‘‘Sad Sunday’’), a

poem about the New York Latino poet’s ‘‘biographical exile’’ that also marks

the larger sense of modernity, when a society is now ‘‘governed by the new

principles of organization’’ (p. ). Martí therefore, can represent the late-

nineteenth-century migratory U.S. Latino/a subject as a kind of ‘‘residue,’’

Ramos writes, ‘‘displaced and contained in a receptacle, the shell’’; or as

Ramos quotes Martí herein, ‘‘A friend came to see me, and he asked my-

self / about me; . . . I am the shell of myself, which on a foreign soil / turns

at the wish of a wild wind, / vain, fruitless, shattered, broken.’’ For Ramos,

Martí thematizes melancholy displacement, inter-American routes, and ‘‘the

experience of migratory flux’’ (p. ), where the transnational subject pos-

sibly loses itself, becoming ‘‘the shell of myself.’’

But this nineteenth-century U.S. Latino migratory subject, to Ramos’s

mind, is also ‘‘the bearer of traces’’ (p. ). Martí’s ‘‘here of plenitude’’ (in the
capitalist city of New York) is ‘‘the there of the subject that writes’’ (Cuba)—
and vice versa. The emergent U.S. Latino/a subject, in other words, as early

as the s, writes on that edge delineated by separation and fracture, and

as Martí himself complexly put it in ‘‘Sad Sunday,’’ ‘‘I bear the pain which the

whole world observes / a rebellious pain which the verse breaks / and that is,

oh sea! the fleeting gull / passing on its way to Cuba on your waves!’’

Martí’s insistence on ruptures and fractures is, for Ramos, key for under-

standing the slippery signifying chain in ‘‘Sad Sunday.’’ Exile and migration

break the subaltern modern poet’s verse. But Martí’s poetic verse (as Ramos
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acutely phrases it) may at the same time ‘‘break the pain,’’ for poetry is meta-

phorized here as a ‘‘gull,’’ and hence, can extend ‘‘a lasso, a meeting with the

absent land’’ (p. ). Briefly, Martí’s poem, ‘‘Sad Sunday,’’ can only repeat

‘‘something’’ of the migratory poet’s ‘‘originary plenitude’’ in Cuba, for it in-

scribes in New York ‘‘an image, an echo of experience’’ (p. ).U.S. Latino/a

writing is a creature ‘‘of the wind, of echoes,’’ and an echo that is also a result

of hemispheric and global forces of terror and empire.

It is against the grain of this domestic and global terror that we can

better locate Martí’s subaltern modernity, for his ‘‘minor writings’’ is about

our modern world and our place in it. Martí’s subaltern modernity—and

here Ramos’s Divergent Modernities is especially instructive—is not that of the

enlightened letrados, with their rhetorical emphasis on ‘‘reason’’ and ‘‘ratio-

nality.’’ Martí does not express the nineteenth-century view of Latin Ameri-

can intellectuals (like Sarmiento or Rodó), who revealed the continent’s bar-

barism, its ‘‘backwater-ness’’ to its habitat, but rather, through exile, he is

forced to become more specialized—first as a news correspondent, then as a

translator for Appelton House and a kind of cultural diplomat, and finally as

a founder of the Cuban Revolutionary Party in .

Subaltern modernity embeds Martí in a powerful political system (what

he famously referred to as being inside ‘‘the belly of the beast’’), where he by

necessity worked through and against the various imperial centers (Spain and

the United States)—modern centers governing their subaltern peripheries

(colonies and neocolonies) primarily for economic reasons.While Spain and

the United States’s imperialism for Martí were never equivalent, he never-

theless saw the latter’s empire as implying, for Nuestra América, direct and

indirect political and military control. And, of course, in his battle against

Spain’s imperialism, he gave his life on May , , at Dos Ríos, Cuba.

For Martí, the ‘‘American empire’’ was ‘‘not a contradiction in terms,’’

as Amy Kaplan suggests it has usually been seen by popular U.S. perception

and mainline scholarly analyses.30 In his North American Scenes,Martí was par-

ticularly sensitive to the terrors and catastrophes of modernity wrought by

slavery, the American Civil War, the United States–MexicanWar (–),

and the United States’s conquests of the territories and indigenous peoples

of North America. If the s mark, as Kaplan writes, ‘‘a turning point

in the history of American imperialism’’ (), it was precisely at this time

that Martí joined the public debates of his epoch between ‘‘self-avowed im-

perialists and anti-imperialists.’’ Were the acquisitions (in the aftermath of

the  Spanish-American War) of Cuba, the Philippines, Puerto Rico, and

Guam, Kaplan asks, merely ‘‘aberrations’’ of U.S. history and foreign policy?

Martí’s ‘‘Nuestra América,’’ read some  years later, indeed challenges
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the Anglocentric idealist and narrow definition of U.S. imperialism, espe-

cially as it was proposed by realists like George F. Kennan,31 who in Kaplan’s

words, saw ‘‘imperialism as only the formal annexation of colonies’’ ().

Further, Martí’s writings anticipate a more cultural approach to his and our

own age of U.S. empire (–), for like, say, the views of historian

Richard Drinnon,32 Martí closely links continental and transoceanic expan-

sion. Through the beliefs in the racial superiority of Anglo-Saxons, the su-

periority of Occidentalism, and the desirability of subjugating nonwhites, the

ideologies of empire, as Kaplan contends, brought together ‘‘U.S. manifest

destiny with a transoceanic passage to India’’ ().

At a time when we are pondering our  years of the cultures of U.S.

imperialism (–), we may wish to read Martí’s subaltern modernity

as a chronological and relational concept, where in anthropologist Fernando

Coronil’s dramatic terms, ‘‘heterogeneous social actors . . . appear on his-

tory’s stage as subaltern [subjects], just as there are times or places in which

they play dominant roles.’’ Subalternity, as I have been using it in this intro-

duction, ‘‘defines not the being of a subject,’’ as Coronil theorizes, ‘‘but a

subjected state of being . . . , a double vision that recognizes at one level a

common ground among diverse forms of subjection and, at another, the in-

tractable identity of subjects formed within uniquely constraining worlds.’’33

Martí’s ‘‘double subaltern vision’’ is nowhere more visible and moving than

in his cogent account of what Ramos calls the formation of the Cuban’s

‘‘soldier-subject’’ in the War Journal, which he kept on his routes from the

United States to the Dominican Republic and Haiti on his way to fight for

Cuba’s liberation from empire in . While Martí’s War Journal has been
a significant ‘‘literary’’ document for twentieth-century Cubans associated

with José Lezama Lima’s Orígenes group (‘‘celebrated,’’ Ramos writes, for

its ‘‘fragmentary, intense prose’’), [, n. ]), Ramos wants his readers to

see the War Journal primarily for its devastating ‘‘critique of violence.’’ And it

is precisely through ‘‘aesthetic mediation’’ that Martí believes one can begin

to contain what Ramos refers to as ‘‘the ineluctably aggressive energy of the

revolutionary forces.’’ Hence, Martí writes: ‘‘The spirit I have sown is that

which has spread, across the island; with it, and guided in accordance with

it, we will soon triumph, and with the greatest victory, and for the greatest

peace. I foresee that, for a little while at least, the force and will of the revolu-

tion will be divorced from this spirit—it will be deprived of its enchantment

and taste . . . and of its ability to prevail from this natural consortium; [it]

will be robbed of the benefit of this conjunction between the activity of the

revolutionary forces and the spirit that animates them’’ (p. ).
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The double drives of war and enchantment, for Martí, have to be medi-

ated, separated, and finally integrated. This revolutionary conjunction is the

only possibility for survival, dignity, victory, and the ‘‘greatest peace.’’ It is

from this subaltern double perspective that we can also end with Robert Fer-

nández Retamar’s contrapuntal insight that ‘‘el moderismo es el primer periódo
de la época histórica del imperialismo y de la liberación.’’ (‘‘modernism is the

first historical periodization of the epoch of imperialism and liberation’’).34

Ramos’s Divergent Modernities celebrates contrapuntally the vitality, melan-

cholic struggle and the double subaltern vision that Martí wrought as a

chronicler, soldier-revolutionary-subject, and radical critic of empire, terror,

and violence in the face of the cultures of European and U.S. imperialism.
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